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New Leisure Furl Feature Streamlines And Adds Strength

Rancho Santa Margarita, CA - Forespar announces a 
new feature in the already popular Leisure Furl in boom 
furling system. With over 4,000 in use worldwide in 
coastal and blue water sailing conditions it is the most 
popular boom furler on the planet!

Added to the proven product is:

The new internal roller braces (with delrin rollers) which 
add elegance to the boom while significantly stiffening it. 
The new look is now even sleeker and more elegant than 
earlier models that had external rollers riveted on the out-
side of the boom. These internal rollers have been used 
on the carbon fiber models but now are standard on both 
carbon and aluminum.

See your local Leisure Furl dealer for details and quotes. Forespar dealers are located conveniently 
all over the US.
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TruPlug™ Debuts at Spring Shows 
See the adaptable alternative to the hard wooden emergency plug for yourself

Rancho Santa Margarita, CA – Come see 
the modern solution for emergency boat 
leaks, TruPlug™, at a boat show this spring.

TruPlug™ will be available at these shows: 
Strictly Sail - Chicago 
Miami
Seattle
Los Angeles 
Copenhagen Click for Hi-Res Image 1 Click for Hi-Res Image 2
Stockholm
Auckland

TruPlug™ is a soft, cone shaped plug designed to conform to the unpredictable shapes of most 
hull breaches.  Whether it’s a round hole caused by mechanical failure, or an elongated tear due 
to impact, TruPlug’s shape adapts to the leak. Developed by prominent Channel Islands 
yachtsman, Henry Goldman, TruPlug™ is a modern alternative to emergency wooden plugs.  

Forespar has entered into a worldwide exclusive marine marketing agreement for TruPlug with 
Goldman’s company, Artelier Studio LLC. Patents are pending in the United States and 
worldwide.  Forespar® is one of the oldest, most established boat hardware manufacturers in 
the United States.  Their diverse line of marine products includes carbon fiber poles, Leisure 
Furl™ boom furling systems, Marelon® plumbing fittings and numerous other marine related 
products.

TruPlug Part #150100   MSRP: $19.95 
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